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Abstract. Present-day blockchains are not architected to interface directly with significant
components of the Internet of Things. Transaction concurrency on the blockchain is exposing
substantial issues in respect of a harmonious confluence with the IoT. Concurrency is too
cumbersome, computationally expensive and power-hungry for energy-restrained devices; thus,
a sensible approach is required to secure the communication layer between the IoT and
blockchain. Any advancement must consider energy, security, scale and cost. The proposal
described herein is a decentralized and practical architecture to bridge the gap between the edge
and blockchain layer; resulting in a data-sharing exchange, where organizations can design and
run peer-to-peer IoT networks. Network peers are comprised of Connector and Client nodes.
Connectors consist of anyone or any- ‘thing’ that has a network connection, and Clients are
organizations with IoT deployments. Connector nodes form edge-networks that can securely
retrieve, broadcast and transmit IoT data to Client nodes. Nodes identify each other with their
NodeID, which is a cryptographic hash of its public-key; and, with the help of distributed hashing
tables, is used to route IoT data. When NodeID’s match, Connectors are permitted to transmit
encrypted IoT data to Client nodes. This event triggers Client nodes to respond with a tokenized
value of a particular denomination. This mechanism enables a peer-to-peer data marketplace,
where organizations can rapidly deploy cost-effective IoT networks.
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1. Introduction
The Internet of Things. 40 Billion devices and 79 zettabytes by 2022 [20]. To securely sense, gather and organise
this coming flood of data will require a new kind of computing infrastructure; disrupting cloud and network
architectures in its wake. Blockchains, distributed ledgers and edge networks are demonstrating great potential
to meet expectations. Consolidating these networks is the sweet spot for digital innovation [1]; however, the
hype and promise of the convergence between IoT and blockchain is just theoretical as the market currently
stands. Existing blockchains are not architected to work with low-powered IoT devices, and there are no
significant real-world deployments of blockchain technology within the Internet of Things. In order to develop
a compatible environment between these technologies, a shift in direction is required.
This failure boils down to several key reasons:
1.
Power-Constrained IoT devices
2.
Data Verification and Security
3.
IoT Pricing Models
4.
Scalability & Interoperability
The Ping Project (“PING”, “Ping Network”, “our”, “we”) will aim to overcome the challenges mentioned above,
with a highly scalable and secure network; providing trust between the IoT and blockchain. The project is
ambitious but will change the dynamics of how IoT networks operate. Distributing the load at the edge as well
as in the object layer has the most potential for adapting infrastructures. This is the objective of PING –
combining mesh-networking and distributed computing at the edge, with distributed computing on the mainnet.
At the core of the system is the PING-DTN – a decentralised transmission network for peer-to-peer
communications. This protocol facilitates sensing, broadcasting and transmitting of IoT data. The nature of the
architecture will enable divergent business models for IoT, by decentralizing M2M/IoT bandwidth and
computing reserves.
This paper outlines the PING project objectives and details some of the proprietary technologies we developed
in recent years, which validates our strong execution ability and track record in deploying innovative solutions.
More importantly, our existing technology is already embedded in some of the world’s leading IoT networks,
and we are working closely with those companies to accelerate adoption rates between IoT and blockchain.
Increasing user adoption rates and the path to true scalability will emerge in a decentralised network. A
decentralised Internet of Things has an exponential growth capacity in comparison to the alternative. It becomes
a marketplace for the interchange of data; with actors joining and leaving the network as freely as they please.
Note: this paper is a non-technical description and not a specification of the system. Non-core elements of the
framework will be susceptible to change in order to improve the network. Our goal is to build a future proof
and adaptable system, that is practically implementable for IoT networks and applications.
1.1 IoT Security. There is a growing concern that cybersecurity challenges associated with IoT systems are at a
critical juncture, requiring careful and imminent attention. A recent study published by the IoT Security
Foundation (IoTSF) [2] found that less than 10% of all IoT products on the market are secure. The IoT
ecosystem has a large attack surface, spanning devices, WiFi, BLE, cellular and LPWAN networks. The larger
the stack, the higher the set of exploitable vulnerabilities. Those problems are further compounded and exposed
by power-constrained devices. IoT devices are primarily characterised by a substantial lack of computational
resources. The limitation of power and computational reserves means something has to give, and that something
in most cases is the ability to verify and secure data. This vulnerability was exposed when the Mirai DDoS
botnet hijacked a number of IoT devices and opened the door for the most significant DDoS attack in history.
We outline our strategy for maintaining a secure stack in later sections. Further to security and powerconstrained devices, are challenges regarding scalability and cost.
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1.2 Scalability and Interoperability. Makhdoom et al. [3] carried out an in-depth analysis of the security,
functionality and applicability of mainstream blockchain systems and consensus algorithms. The main challenge
is the volume of IoT devices is growing too fast and transaction concurrency is too strong for a practical
convergence. The performance and state of existing blockchain networks need improving to meet the
requirements of the IoT. Yi et al. conducted research on mainstream blockchains and concluded that consensus
algorithms were too clunky and thus incapable of consuming the forecasted volume of data. [4]. They outlined
several vital components that are necessary for a successful marriage between blockchain and IoT: a
heterogeneous network, quick consensus algorithms, interoperability and excellent scalability.
1.3 Cost. Further to the complex burden of scale and consensus mechanisms is the strain of IoT pricing models
for connectivity and device management. Existing contracts are not compatible with low-cost business models,
which one could argue, is the vast majority of IoT use cases. Networks tend to focus on unlimited data packages
for mobile and smart device subscriptions. The transition to cost-effective airtime and IoT pricing models is too
slow and creates barriers to adoption. Additionally, there are substantial barriers to entry due to the cost of
hardware modules and components, and until the bill of materials experiences a significant decrease, IoT and
M2M will remain a nascent field. Teams spend too much time focusing on cost-engineering instead of making
great products.
1.4 Disruption. In light of these cost-squeezing strategies, disruptive opportunities have emerged to build
solutions and stake a claim in the network communication layer. The internet of things begins with the edge,
so whoever controls the edge, controls the data. PING is tapping into the data reserves, bandwidth and
computing power contained at the edge, to secure the flow of data from IoT edge-networks to blockchains and
IoT platforms. Our method prioritises security and encrypts data to the entire network. We believe a trustless
P2P system and market are necessary to drive business model innovation and opportunities within the internet
of things. Innovation is stemming from projects like IPFS and libp2p: the latter is a communication layer that
was factored out of IPFS. Both projects are changing the landscape of information systems and facilitating a
greater diversity in function. The modular nature of these networks helps the direct interaction between
applications, users, and connected devices. Decentralised apps can call and share the same user-owned data
stored on blockchains’ open data layers. Additionally, connected devices can transmit their data and transfer
value over blockchain layers to users and other devices via smart contracts and tokens. It is a user-owned,
decentralised web [5]. The underlying functionality of IPFS and libp2p is the ideal networking stack for PING.
1.5 PING – DTN
Edge-Net and Mainnet
1.
IoT devices operating at the edge-net will gather information from the state of the environment
around them, i.e. environmental data, temperature, shock events, humidity, altitude, data from
WiFi hotspots and cellular IDs.
2.
Ideally, devices secure environmental (state) data within a TEE (trusted execution environment)
and send either a raw or encrypted file/hash to the Connector (edge-nodes), i.e. the closest PING
enabled smart device (smartphone running the PING app).
3.
Edge-nodes listen for IoT devices over a secure edge protocol, for example, WiFi/BLE. Edge-nodes
cannot decrypt files. Edge-nodes broadcast cryptographic hashes and relay data to the mainnet.
4.
This communication takes place over a peer-to-peer network between the Connector and the
corresponding peer, known as the “Client’.
5.
Clients are enterprises and organisations with IoT deployments. Clients maintain a node and they
participate as peers within the network.
6.
Clients and Connectors autonomously identify each other. This function is automated with their
NodeID; which is the cryptographic hash of a public-key, created with S/Kademlia’s static crypto
puzzle [18]
7.
The Client will financially reward the Connector for the secure transmission of their IoT data. The
payment mechanism is facilitated by third-party payment providers, who maintain valueinterchange and transaction settlements in multiple currencies.
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Figure 1. The Ping Network diagram. IoT devices send data to edge-nodes; which broadcast and relay these
files to a network of nodes. The file is routed to the Client node that maintains the private key. The Client node
then pays the Connector a micro-transaction for transmitting their data.

1.6 P2P. Within P2P networks, there is a capacity to improve security, bandwidth and decrease costs right
across the stack. According to GSMA (Global System for Mobile Communications), existing IoT/M2M and
GPRS airtime rates are anywhere between $0.20 and $1USD per KB. IoT Global Network [16] state M2M
pricing for a 1KB message is $0.14 and $1.00 when roaming. The Ping Network can potentially facilitate $0.0015
per KB transmitted over a peer-to-peer network. Roaming charges don’t apply and the system will contain a
flexible model where peers can determine the price. Clients can, within a reasonable scope, define what they are
willing to pay Connectors and this is published to the network. A Clients profile will contain information about
their payment terms, so Connectors can evaluate the viability of participating in the P2P relationship. For
example, Connectors can become real-time monitoring and tracking nodes for a shipping company, so the fees
could be proportional to cost-of-goods and length of time the Connector maintained real-time location and
environmental data on a shipper’s cargo. To put this in context, FedEx charges $150 for SenseAware single
journey domestic tracking in North America. Shippers (Clients) can tender this cost to a network of Connectors
and agree on favourable payment terms. Truck drivers (Connectors) can participate in a data marketplace and
get paid for sharing their connectivity and bandwidth. This data marketplace opens up new possibilities and
collaborations between disruptors and established players in the logistics ecosystem. This use-case is one of many
outlined in later sections and part of the PING strategy for user-adoption.

Clients can also deploy an internal Connector network, so they have full control over their devices, edge-network
and platform management. When you bake the cost of PING into IoT stacks, the potential savings are
substantial. This becomes truly disruptive when we scale pricing to the millions of devices that PING is
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forecasting to provision within enterprise networks, let alone the billions of ‘things’ that will be looking for costeffective connectivity and network solutions. This model can cultivate a shift in how IoT networks operate. We
cannot ignore the numbers and will pursue all means of providing a system that realises our position.

Figure 2. This diagram is a basic representation of the Client – Connector transaction. Encrypted files are
exchanged for token payments, and Clients and Connectors can agree on payment terms for provided services.

1.7 DTN – Core Modules
Mainnet:
This leverages the functionality and backbone of IPFS. When files are added to the Mainnet, they are given a
unique fingerprint in the form of a cryptographic hash. The content is stored behind this unique fingerprint, and
network nodes only maintain content of interest. With the help of indexing this information, network nodes can
figure out who is storing what. This mechanism facilitates high data volume distribution, with high efficiency
and resilient networking.
Edge-net:
We have already started R&D in this layer and will work closely with chipset vendors regarding edge-networking
protocols, power engineering and radio optimisation. The edge-net consists of protocols involving WiFi, LoRa,
BLE and IPFS Lite. Our engineers have decades of experience in working with low-powered, embedded protocols
and mesh networks. The PING embedded team are currently working on updating the operating system
(pingOS), to provide enhanced functionality. This OS will be made open-source and deployed in partnership
with chipset and WiFi vendors. The pingOS will contain a protocol for edge-network communications between
devices.
MDAG:
This is primarily the object layer and consists of a MerkleDAG, for maintaining content-addressed, immutable
objects with links. The main functionality is to organise data, form the interoperable backbone and build bridges
to blockchains.
Clients:
Enterprise IoT companies, organisations, platforms, blockchains, supply chains and logistics operators. Clients
can remain anonymous to the network. Clients pay Connectors for data retrieval and transmission. Clients can
also create internal and private networks.
Connectors:
Anyone, organisation or any ’thing’ with a network connection, i.e. mobile phone, laptop, PC, smart device,
smart car, forklift, shipping container, truck etc.… Connectors gather, transmit and store encrypted files from
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IoT sensors and devices. Connectors can remain anonymous to Clients. Connectors can become edge-nodes or
relays for multiple Client nodes.
Papp:
Packaged client application for mobile, desktop and smart devices. The client will run on Windows, Mac, Linux,
IOS and Android. Papp will be white-labelled so organisations can increase security, functionality and control
over their profile configurations. Papp is crypto agnostic, and organisations can whitelist access if deploying a
private network.
libp2p:
Modular peer-to-peer networking stack. libp2p supports plug-and-play networking with distributed apps. This
stack will help with peer discovery and handshake protocols for PING. libp2p is tightly underpinned with
security and encryption. This networking stack is the communication backbone of PING. https://libp2p.io/
libp2p-kad-dht:
This is the hash table and routing interface; modelled on kademlia with S/Kademlia modifications. It will
announce that Connector nodes have IoT data to broadcast. Also, it finds nodes with specific data, i.e. a
Connector that has a file for a specific Client, by referring to the Multihash.
https://libp2p.github.io/js-libp2p-kad-dht/
Bitswap:
A messaging-based protocol and the data trading component of PING. Its purpose is to request and send blocks
from peer to peer. These data blocks can be generated by one big swarm, so peers can pull blocks from just
about any peer that has them.
https://github.com/ipfs/js-ipfs-bitswap
IPFS:
IPFS stands for Interplanetary File System. It is a peer-to-peer distributed hypermedia protocol that aims to
function as a ubiquitous file system for all computing devices. In IPFS, each peer maintains a node and nodes
can communicate with each other through cryptographic methods. Nodes can exchange hash keys to request
data objects.
http://ipfs.io
IPLD:
IPLD is Interplanetary Linked Data. This is a content-addressable data model for the next generation of the
internet. Data can be accessed by content rather than location. Peers identify each other with their peer ID.
The ID provides a unique identity for each peer interaction so that peers know they are talking to the right
peer, i.e. Clients and Connectors can perform authentication on peering transactions to verify and decrypt files.
The cryptographic Peer ID is the SHA-256 Multihash of a peer’s public key.
http://ipld.io
Ping Cloud and IoT Stack:
This is our fully commercialised end-to-end IoT stack; consisting of our suite of low-powered IoT devices, a
cloud platform; machine learning engine for analytics and reporting, device management and connectivity.
This system is leveraged to test components of the Ping Network, and eventually, we envision porting all
organisations and device connections across from this system to PING. The Ping Cloud or Client nodes and
platforms are used to route OTA (over-the-air) firmware and configuration updates to IoT devices through edgenodes. This stack will help us deploy and test private Client and Connector networks. We will work closely with
several customers to ensure all components and functionality are secure, stable and production-ready.
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At present, the Ping Cloud facilitates testing on mesh networks, edge networks and blockchain integrations.
The system also provides the following features:
Supply chain applications as well as plug&play functionality for securely connecting IoT devices to
multiple blockchains.
Provides blockchain companies with a third-party app for converting raw IoT data into business
definable events.
This system will maintain several nodes within the Ping Network until a decentralised network is
operational.
http://docs.pingasset.com/
We will migrate all organisations in the Ping Cloud across to the Ping Network as soon as all components are
tested, secure and ready to deploy.

2. Power Constraints
Blockchains, distributed ledgers and other consensus defined protocols are widely disruptive
technologies, changing the face of digital and physical systems for good. However, the theoretical premise
underlying blockchain protocols is quantitatively unreliable when applied to low-powered IoT devices. The
entire framework surrounding the convergence of IoT and blockchain needs to be sensibly redefined.
Most efficient blockchain implementations require performant hardware to execute high volumes of transactions
within a small number of seconds. Real-world networks are practically limited to 10-30 transactions per second,
depending on the computing power and the limitations of the synchronous consensus mechanisms; most of which
demand wide timing margins [8] on processing. This architecture is a burden on existing blockchains with vast
processing reserves, let alone low-powered IoT devices. The underlying tools that handle the consensus
mechanism and execute transactions are not fit for purpose in many IoT applications. IoT devices cannot manage
the resource-intensive full or light copy storage for ledgers [9], consensus protocol execution and encryption in
each node. The mechanisms of governance are too computationally complex and fail the limited capabilities of
embedded hardware. It is not sustainable for battery-powered IoT devices to handle algorithms such as, but not
limited to, Proof of Work (POW), Proof of Stake (POS), Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) or Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT); therefore, running these protocols or functions on the device is impractical
computationally and economically.
Power engineering, chipset innovation and cost-engineering on airtime and data requirements, all fall short of
the demanding overhead of blockchains. Constrained architectures run on small margins computationally and
financially. These architectures are making large deployments within IoT a reality, and it is crucial to maintain
a sensible economic model for an IoT stack, i.e. bill-of-materials (BOM), power, connectivity and backend
budget. Embedded architectures cannot handle bloated protocols and running them on a device only creates
barriers to adoption.
2.1 Power Chasm. The vast majority of the devices deployed within the IoT are running on embedded
microcontrollers. Energy saving is one of the fundamentals of IoT and there is no way around it. Extended
battery life is crucial for a project’s economic viability, and early failures in sensors and actuators lead to high
replacement costs, which can negatively tip the financial scales. A lot of devices are installed in difficult to reach
areas, which increases labour costs for replacement. Furthermore, battery consumption trajectory is not
sustainable and the growth of IoT is under question, due to issues around frequent battery changing and
charging. These issues feed into the significant gap in understanding of what devices are capable of and what
blockchains require. It is improbable that the technological chasm in power constraints will change any time
soon, so different solutions are needed.
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Figure 3. The Ping Asset device power consumption on boot-up and transmit. Note the spike in draw around the
8-second mark when the cellular radio activates for initial registration of the device on a network. The vast
majority of a device’s energy reserve is depleted when communicating over a mobile network. Edge-networking
will have a major positive impact on the power performance of such devices. This technique translates to costreductions and business model innovation.

2.2 Power Analysis. Ping Asset spent several years power-engineering and optimising all stages of the IoT stack;
carrying out extensive R&D on the hardware, link layer, network layer, transport layer and application layer.
We also worked closely with network, power, chipset and module vendors. An in-depth functionality and power
engineering analysis of the leading cellular modems and chipsets: Intel, Qualcomm, Sequans, Gemalto, WNC,
Altair, U-Blox, Telit, Quectel, was performed to determine the most suitable for embedded applications. This
R&D led to the development of award-winning technology at Mobile World Congress for the GSMA (global
system for mobile communications) low powered network technology. This work also led to the development of
proprietary protocols for embedded systems, which are operating in many blue-chip supply chains. Even though
our technology is leading the way in terms of power management and cost-engineering, we feel there is still a
lot of room for improvement.
2.3 Edge Meshing. We are in the processes of further extending battery life, facility penetration and bandwidth;
with the introduction of mesh-networking. This R&D is the first stage of the edge-net and is a proprietary PING
protocol. Our method employs mesh topologies for combining IoT devices and neighbouring devices, with a
single point of contact, or master device. These devices become nodes in a mesh network. Each node can securely
connect with its neighbour and relay state data. The master node can apply lightweight inferencing, filtering
and summarising of network data; then connect with an edge-node (Connector) to relay device or mesh data to
the Ping Network. This data can be notarised through a federated node; distributed to Clients, blockchains,
DLTs and various dApps (decentralised apps). When a device is unable to associate itself with neighbouring
devices, and if it has the capability, it will automatically fall back to the cellular network for transmission of its
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state. Additionally, as nodes are aware of each other, we can use device states to analyse and detect geographical
hotspots of device clusters. This provides dynamic mapping and auto-identification of sites that are of importance
to customers, and ultimately, IoT networks.

3. Verification and Security
63% of U.S. companies indicate the main benefit of combining IoT and blockchain is increased security. This is
understandable when there are so many gaps in the current security landscape and the identity of IoT devices
is becoming a standard for enterprise networks. A number of critical areas are identified by the Hyperledger SGSIG (Supply Chain Special Interest Group) and in Heather Vesicant’s [10] White Paper:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The legal identity of things
Tracking and auditing goods in the supply chain
IoT security standards
IT self-authentication
Data integrity from sensors

When Ping Asset devices are activated, they are assigned a digital identity during the manufacturing process.
This identity is used to authenticate activated devices and verify entries to the network.
3.1 Ensuring Trust. Device identities are immutable and provisioned at manufacture time by a secure enclave
chip provider. Access is controlled by whitelisted identities (Clients or federated nodes). The pingOS will allow
devices to execute code within a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), where there are higher levels of trust
in the validity, isolation and access control of digital assets stored in the IoT. All TEE related assets (keys),
code and OS support code, are implemented through a secure methodology that requires the initial state to be
as expected, i.e. everything is signature checked, immutable and held in isolation. TEE related assets verify
entries to PING.

Figure 4. Device birth and registration.
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3.2 Federated Chain of Custody. Notary nodes provide authentication and verifiable proof on the state of an
IoT device at a given point in time. Devices respond to physical situations such as movement, shock, temperature
- however, events are only formed when several other business definable elements exist. Pushing long strings or
raw data to the blockchain is not an efficient method of recording IoT data or transacting with the blockchain.

These events can consist of but not limited to:
1.
Geo-fences & Locations
2.
Depart & Arrival zones
3.
Shock events
4.
Temperature events
5.
Humidity
6.
Altitude
7.
UV Index
8.
Radiation
9.
Distance
10.
Dwell time
11.
Inventory networks
12.
AI determined hotspots
13.
Business & Workflow rules
14.
User-definable custom data
The parameters of these data elements can help inform smart contracts, ledger routes, signatories and observers.
The blockchain entry is an IPFS hash of the raw IoT data. The network will maintain a secure linkable file
system to shadow multiple blockchains: the blockchain stores the hash or unique fingerprint of the corresponding
event stored in PING.

Figure 5. IPFS hashing and notary. Efficient systems will maintain hashes of IoT events on the blockchain and
a linkable path to the event data. Files can be processed in parallel and pushed to both the blockchain and Client
nodes if necessary.
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3.3 Event Creation. The next two years, 2021-2022, will see 30% of supply chain blockchain initiatives refocus
activities to prioritize physical product data capture, through various mechanisms [6] such as IoT sensors and
devices, where it is then pushed to the blockchain as an event.

It is important to distinguish between IoT events and raw data. Most IoT devices and sensors do not create
events themselves but rather observe and capture the state of the environment at a given point in time. Devices
or mesh clusters can securely submit their state information, which in turn invokes the various business processes
and workflows to determine what type of event occurred. This event can be verified, notarised and
simultaneously relayed to other chains or networks should it match user-definable criteria for the submission of
blockchain data. The meta-information, as well as the ledger entry, can be interrogated either using native APIs
for decentralised linked data held in IPFS, the ledgers API or indeed both, to ensure that an accurate entry has
been recorded. Each blockchain entry has a unique fingerprint that establishes the chain of custody from the
device level through to the blockchain or ledger entry. Data integrity and query confidentiality are optimised.

4. Stack Disruption.
Sigfox, LoRA, NB-IoT, LTE-m, 5G, blockchain, IPV6, sensor design, machine vision and deep neural networks
are driving competition for every layer in the IoT stack – from chipset and module vendors to networks and
platform services. The consensus amongst market vendors regarding ARPUs (Average Revenue Per User), is
expected to fall around the $1 per month mark [11]. This target appears very optimistic within a five-year
timeframe considering the average pricing for hardware, platforms and connectivity at present. Cost is a top
priority and most IoT models struggle with the current pricing structures. This speed bump, or in most cases,
roadblock, means the Internet of Things is not a possibility for billions of things. Most physical objects cannot
make the digital leap to the IoT, as the costs associated with connecting these objects makes no economic sense.
Something has to change, and it’s abundantly clear that thing is cost.
4.1 Cost Engineered. The PING team have been cost-engineering the IoT stack for several years and are one of
the market leaders in terms of hardware and software pricing. Our hardware (tracking devices) ranges from $25
- $55USD: network connectivity and access to an IoT platform and APIs from $0.75pcm - $3.00pcm. We can
drive our hardware pricing under $10 within the Ping Network and this model can be replicated in many other
IoT stacks. The cost to connect and manage these devices on other platforms involves subscriptions between $512USD per month, and that excludes the cost of hardware. Needless to say, this price doesn’t work for the vast
majority of use-cases. PING will support more use-cases and we believe that modifications to network protocols
will enable a greater diversity in applications, and higher volume deployments. Our current ARPU is approx.
$3.00pcm. The introduction of PING is going to reduce this cost, so it’s closer to $1.00pcm. This ARPU can
include a track and trace device with hybrid security options, connectivity to a decentralised network and device
and data management. This can be replicated across many different business models and IoT applications. The
method we are implementing to realize this ARPU is a modified extension to existing overlay networks and
internet protocols. We are not reinventing the wheel, just synthesizing parts of it to expand functionality.
4.2 BOM Reductions. According to a GSMA report, most network operators [17] view the price differential of
IoT connectivity modules as an obstacle and one of the most substantial challenges in entry cost, which is a
considerable barrier to adoption. Until the device costs see a significant decrease, IoT and M2M will remain a
nascent field. A blunt solution to this problem is to phase out the requirement for modules and supporting subcomponents. Easier said than done. However, we think PING can mount a challenge. Decentralizing the edge
will aid a gradual phasing-out process of more expensive hardware, i.e. devices containing RF components,
front-end modules, SIMs, antennas and all associated materials for radio communications. As edge-networks
start to develop, devices can transition to cheaper, smaller and more sustainable footprints. Edge-nodes will
surround devices for transmission of state data, and this advancement will not only translate to notable costreductions for billions of devices, but also reduce the carbon footprint for many industries. Organisations can
tap into pre-existing digital infrastructure instead of consuming more expensive and finite resources. For
example, we currently charge approx.—$45USD for an LTE-m device. The manufactured BOM is $35.
However, PING will
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enable a future sales price of $35 with a manufactured BOM of $20. This reduction in the BOM, added to
cheaper connectivity, increases our margins and helps enable larger IoT deployments for asset tracking and
supply chain monitoring. This solution can be scaled across global IoT and supply chain networks.
4.3 Rogue Device. Understandably, no radio functionality can create issues with connectivity for rogue devices
that do not have radio and cannot see an edge-node. Our data would suggest these devices are outliers and a
fraction of an overall supply chain or IoT network. Nonetheless, we will work on models to determine the
transitional ratio between radio and non-radio device clusters, so that a cost-benefit analysis can be applied to
figure out the sweet-spot for edge-networks. Until edge-net coverage maps are mature, we anticipate some
organisations will maintain a hybrid strategy; containing a mixture of radio and non-radio devices for fault
tolerance. The cost-benefit analysis will help inform fault tolerance strategies.

With the help of a learned machine – we develop digital twins of IoT networks. Our algorithm provides dynamic
mapping and auto-identification of locations and facilities of importance. This data helps inform enterprises of
locations and hotspots that are primed for composing edge-networks. With this, it is possible to have an edgenetwork infrastructure up and running in days. We can make relatively accurate assumptions that the majority
of edge-nodes will be smartphones, as 92% of the location data that we currently collect is via WiFi hotspots.
There is an average of 6-8 smart-devices per hotspot, which would suggest a significant network of potential
peers and edge-nodes. This data feeds into fault tolerance strategies and helps inform organisations on radio and
non-radio device requirements.
The ‘Seed’ Network. At present, Ping has high volumes of IoT devices in the field with major logistics companies.
These devices use a mixture or WiFi and LTE-m cellular communications. This rollout is considered the ‘Seed’
of the Ping Network as we have built up a lot of valuable location data on customer supply chain networks.
PingV4. We are currently developing the fourth generation IoT device which will contain improved radio and
power performance. These devices will use a mixture of cellular communications, coupled with mesh networks
(bluetooth, WiFi), and a novel protocol to enable distribution at the edge, as well as cost and power reductions.
The deployment of these devices into our existing customer networks will create an ideal platform to transition
to the Ping Network.
The Growth Platform and Ping Network Transition. We minimise disruption to existing customer networks by
collaborating with them to transition devices from the Seed Network and PingV4, to the Ping Network.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Customers are encouraged to use the PING smartphone app. This can be mandated on all corporate
cell phones managed by the customer. This will by definition cover almost all of a customer’s
locations.
We will monitor the amount of traffic received via each data route; Cellular or Connector Node.
Combining this with the location data on each device transmission, will help us identify hot-spots
and not-spots for each technology in the network.
A proportion of messages missed/dropped by each location and data route will help us disable or
enable cellular communications via PingV4 and monitor the effect in real time. This mechanism
will allow the transition to be implemented dynamically with minimal user impact.
Incentivising schemes using crypto and FIAT will improve the coverage map in hard to reach
locations.
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Figure 6. Transition from Legacy to Ping Network.
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4.4 Transaction Hotspots. Clients will have the option to publish location data on their IoT device networks so
that Connectors are informed on transaction hotspots. Clients can also choose to publish times that devices
report, which helps Connectors conserve battery. Connectors, if they want, can be prompted by push
notifications with information on expected transaction timeframes and locations. This feature will help save
energy across the network and makes the product more user-friendly for both Connectors and Clients.
4.5 Deployment and Adoption Cycles. IoT and M2M connectivity involve long adoption cycles and the process
can take anywhere from fifteen months to two years [16]. These long cycles are frustrating and hampering for
SMEs and many organisations. PING changes the state of play and makes the onboarding process quick and
simple. A single download to a smartphone provides IoT connectivity and a gateway for devices. Multiple
downloads will form a dedicated edge-network. There are no subscriptions, no lock-in periods and no long cycles
for device connectivity and management. The barriers to adoption start to dissolve when networks are
decentralized. Organisations can configure and architect their own IoT network without having to rely on several
intermediaries within the IoT stack.

5. Scalability.
At present, there is a pursuit to improve the scalability issue with Layer 1 blockchains as state growth is no
longer sound. Mass adoption is not consistent with node capacity and state growth solutions are in high demand.
Timing margins on the processing of block validation on Layer 1 is not compatible with any scalable vision.
In the previous section, we discussed how decentralized edge-networks could facilitate greater diversity in IoT
applications, as well as higher volume deployments. Any such strategy has to consider how to securely scale the
networking stack in anticipation of high-volume connections. We outline later in this section, in a non-descriptive
form, our plan for scale optimisation of the network. The system will also connect with other technologies to
improve scalability and interoperability.
5.1 State of Play. Casper, Cosmos, EOS, IOTA and Polkadot are all promising technologies and solutions,
however, are not ‘yet’, or in some cases, never will be, architected to interface directly with the IoT. Most
systems, sidechains and child chains help scalability by relaying information back to the mainnet. Still, such
systems require more functionality to make them user friendly for large-scale deployments within IoT. The shift
from PoW to PoS and dPoS is a much-needed boost for scaling certain protocols. Projects such as Serenity also
target these issues by enabling the transfer of data value from child-chains to main-chains; helping create an
environment that makes sharding implementations much easier to achieve. Aside from the improved state of
sharding, mainchain issues will persist, as most of the technologies mentioned rely on state protocols that are
time and energy-intensive. The main innovation for scale and interoperability comes in the form of Polkadot
and its team. They are making impressive strides with GRANDPA [12] (GHOST-based Recursive Ancestor
Deriving Prefix Agreement) consensus algorithm. Polkadot is abstract in its basic elements, and its mechanism
is the most promising for a fully interoperable blockchain layer. Substrate’s framework will help PING extend
its functionality across multiple chains. Maintaining a parachain on Polkadot is fundamental to any interoperable
specification.
5.1.1 Transaction Concurrency. The heavy burden of transaction time and energy must be addressed to facilitate
confluence between the edge and higher-level systems. As the mainnet matures, we will test various protocols
for transaction concurrency. Side-chains in PING will consist of different consensus protocols, dictated by other
interoperable networks such as Polkadot, or private and open chains. We envision that the enterprises we work
with will adopt the Ping Network as a data-exchange and master-proof for IoT events. It will be more costeffective and prevent unnecessary de-duplication.
5.1.2 Filecoin. PING is decentralizing IoT networks. The ideal scenario would be decentralizing IoT storage also.
For this, we could consider a Proof-of-Replication (PoRep) and Proof-of-Spacetime (PoSt) for storage on
Filecoin, to prove that IoT event data has been stored and replicated to its own uniquely dedicated physical
storage. Enforcing unique physical copies enables a verifier to check that a prover is not deduplicating multiple
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copies of IoT events into the same storage space [13]. This proposal is not central to our initial stack and will
only be considered in full when the system is mature. This undertaking would require an API between a Filecoin
VM; thus, integrating functionality for storage mining and retrieval markets within the Ping Network.
5.1.3 Replication. PING will optimise edge-node capacity through different replication strategies for fault
tolerance. Files will be split, sharded or “chunked” – then linked together with a single hash. This method will
be a self-contained, descriptive model of hash-based data structures [15] with unique identifiers for object
mapping. This architecture will help address issues with canonicalization by being protocol dependent, to bridge
between different chains. This is our default position on interoperability. However, we are candid enough to
understand that this scenario will be continuously revised as preferable options emerge. Such an opportunity
could be harnessing Polkadot and Filecoin as cross-chain and storage mechanisms, while PING becomes a
decentralized transmission interface between those systems and the IoT. For now, we will pursue the central
components and build with the aforementioned technologies in mind.
5.2 Scale-Out – Not Up. We are employing mathematical graph theory with a finite directed graph; more
specifically, a MerkleDAG (Directed Acyclic Graph); to enable distributed, authenticated hash-linked datastructures that are universally addressable. This model facilitates topological ordering for sequencing [14] of IoT
events. It also ensures that data blocks exchanged on the network are correct and unaltered. The system will
capacitate continuity of direction through linking nodes that point to other nodes, via the DAG. Building for
the future is core to the system and data formats shouldn’t matter. Canonical hashing and faster protocol
development are paramount.
5.3 DTN – DHT: The system will ensure network nodes can identify each other with a NodeID. The NodeID is
a cryptographic hash of its public-key, and these keys are generated with S/Kademlia’s static crypto puzzle.
Peers (Clients and Connectors) will exchange public keys to determine if the public key equals NodeIDs.
Connections are only made when a match is established. On the other hand, if they don’t match, then the node
can be disconnected from the network as it could be a “fake” peer node.
5.3.1 Multihash. The proposed “Multihash” structure takes the form of a header and hash, where the header
specifies the hash function used. Object structure can be extended and wrapped in an encrypted object and a
signed object. This structure is used both for encryption and routing the addresses and the file location of
transactions and correlating IoT events. Encryption in the object layer facilitates a structure like Multihash and
potentially different hashing algorithms.
5.3.2 High-level functionality:
1.
Data is partitioned so that it is possible to create a table that is larger than the memory of anyone
server.
2.
Further to partitioning, replication is implemented, so the hash table is resilient to server failure.
3.
Parallel processing of server clusters is harnessed to optimize the network.
4.
The DHT distinguishes between the value stored based on size. Anything equal to or smaller than
1KB is stored directly on the DHT. Most IoT files PING ingests are less than 1KB, which is an
ideal scenario for the routing interface.
5.
Event batching can be applied as 265KB objects

Note that the system will be flexible in functionality and allow for migrations to different encryption methods,
i.e. if SHA2 is broke, the system can roll up [15] and migrate to SHA3 or other.
5.3.3 Key properties:
• Merkle-Links - which are secure and immutable hash links
• Merkle-Paths - path notations to traverse within the graph
• Serialisation - gives access to different data-structures and formats
• Canonicalization - consistent and uniform hashing
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5.3.4 Propagating:
• Optimises the network load and improves bandwidth with the aid of more nodes
• Propagate blocks into smaller networks which decreases the communication overhead
• Splits the network into smaller groups, so parallel processing of transactions is enabled

Figure 7. Network sharding.

6. Interoperability.
Blockchain networks operate in relative isolation to each other, and chain interoperability is embryonic in today’s
market. This lack of interoperability is a fundamental reason why the shift from theoretical frameworks to
practical implementations has been slow. Application development will require much-improved adaptability for
cross-chain communications. Within PING, IoT transactions and digital assets will be verified and issued by a
network of federated nodes. Data is ingested; verified, sequenced then routed back to the network or consortium
blockchain. The IoT requires this architecture as a backbone upon which other blockchains and data structures
can operate in parallel. Blockchain is snowballing in importance for many organisations; however, there is such
a frantic race to build, [7] vital components are neglected, and opportunities exist to architect realistic blockchain
strategies. According to Gartner, 90% of all enterprise blockchain platform implementations will require
replacement within 18 months due to market fragmentation. The landscape is shifting from fragmentation to
consolidation of platforms.
6.1 Vendor Lock-in. Vendor lock-in is a significant barrier for the adoption of cloud computing; mainly due to
the lack of standardisation. Just as this complex issue is still prevalent in cloud computing, it will be one of the
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most significant obstacles for the adoption of blockchain. There is a lack of standard interface and open APIs
for the interchange of data [19]. The current state of play is a race to acquire as many enterprises and customers
as possible, as is the case with all sprints for market and user adoption. This strategy is producing a polar effect
on the inherent applicability of the underlying technology. Blockchains promote decentralization. The push to
build is predominantly creating centralised systems. These systems are in an embryonic stage relative to the
technology’s potential; however, the environment is already spawning legacy systems. Market adoption rates
will remain slow until the maturation of multi-consensus frameworks. These frameworks will need to provide a
seamless set of APIs for cross-chain communications because main-nets are essentially data-silos within their
own ecosystems. Any extension, fork or side-chain of these mainnets, may allow intercommunications between
each silo within the ecosystem, but ultimately, these side-chains are relay-pegs for internal mainnet
communications.
PING will provide functionality for blockchains to exchange information and mutually use the information that
has been shared. In general, the most significant interacting components of blockchains are those which service
providers and users interact with. The nature of these interactions is a blockchain connection using a prescribed
interface or API. At this level, the complexity grows substantially, and with it, an endless highway of
bottlenecks. Every blockchain will have a different interface. They will have their mainnet interface, as well as
different interfaces for the service itself, authentication, authorisation, administration, asset management, smart
contracts, billing and invoices etc. This complex issue will be the same for IoT devices, their management and
billing, configurations and firmware profiles.
Ideally, there would be a standardised interface that allows IoT devices to connect with blockchains securely
and for those blockchains to interoperate coherently.
6.2 Notary Node. PING events and device states are notarized, and hashes are processed in parallel across
multiple chains. Being blockchain agnostic is part of a broader strategy to future proof the system, so it is
capable of connecting with legacy and emerging systems.

Figure 8. The network consists of a variety of nodes. Connectors collect and transmit data, notaries
secure and verify events, swarm nodes help data pinning and discovery. Client nodes retrieve files
and return value.
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Interoperability must be addressed at many levels, but there are two primary components in the system: the
source chain and the destination chain. The main challenge is that source chain data is recorded on a chain
through consensus of peers maintaining that chain. When the destination chain receives data from the source,
it needs a mechanism to verify that the data was the consensus of the source chain. In order to enable full
interoperability between chains, it must be possible to query the source chain data and carry out transactions
on the source and destination chains. PING has design principles that will facilitate verifiable proofs on crosschain transfers or transactions, without requiring changes to existing blockchain protocols. We can call on notary
nodes to provide a record of events on both source and destination chains.

7. Use Cases.
We are fortunate to have several keen partners and live projects that can be used to develop use-cases and
further commercialization of PING. We will pursue developments and applications in industrial, consumer,
indoor positioning, sharing economies, pharmaceutical, supply chain and logistics, automotive, construction and
smart cities.
Asset Tracking
This is an area that we have high-volume deployments within several IoT networks, so will use these projects
as a foundation to build various components of PING. We maintain tracking projects in different industries and
this will help us deploy PING into real-world scenarios.

One of those applications is monitoring truck-trailers and the cargo in those trailers. This project is running in
conjunction with the trucking industry experts at e4score and expects to see 400,000 trailers actively tracked by
the end of 2020. This use case is ideal for PING to improve the system features, functionality and offering of
standard tracking.
The following is a high-level overview of a project we are mapping out for the trucking industry:
Stage one: Truck drivers will download the PING app and run it on their mobile phones so that they act as
edge-nodes and autonomously relay IoT device and shipment load status data back to the shipper (Ping Network,
Client Node and Client IoT platform).
Stage two: The truck drivers mobile phone will become a real-time node in the network to facilitate continuous
location monitoring for the shipper (Client node)
Stage three: Enable the interchange of value for data. The shipper will reward the truck driver with crypto or
fiat.
Asset tracking provides organisations with much more than knowledge about assets at a given point in time.
We have been working closely with many organisations to develop intelligent IoT networks and supply chains.
Currently, the data we produce helps optimise logistics, as location data feeds into logistics engines which predict
the best routing for collections and transportation. For a telecommunications company, this data is vital for
running inventory networks on cable reels, as transportation and labour costs are reduced due to increased asset
location data. Ping devices also provide data that help map out supply chain risks with specific locations,
facilities, routes and personnel. Shock and temperature events help inform customers of supply chain risks, so
they can focus on limiting damage to their equipment and product. Generally, people think of the product that
is being tracked; however, most of the time, the equipment carrying the product has a lot of value also and is
worth monitoring.
Material Handling Equipment
This is an area that we have several commercial deployments and there is a growing demand for returnable
packaging from various industries, such as food and beverage, automotive, pharmaceutical, transportation and
logistics. Environmental regulations are also mandating the growth in this segment. These mandates require
companies to evolve to reduce their carbon footprint. The impact of our solution is outlined in AT&Ts 10x case
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study. The marriage of Ping technology and RM2 BlocPAL created the world’s first ‘smart pallet’, capable of
enabling carbon savings for AT&Ts customers, that improved their carbon footprint operations by 2025.
We currently track all kinds of supply chain assets, such as, but not limited to; IBC (Intercontinental Bulk
Containers) that carry chemicals for oil and gas; shipping containers, truck trailers, industrial laundry carts,
industrial bins, electronic equipment, cannabis, and medical equipment. We will continue to improve our offering
in this area, and the Ping Network will facilitate higher volume deployments due to extensive cost-reductions
across the IoT stack.
Logistics Automation – Smart Facility Management
According to Armstrong and Associates, Inc. (A&A, the U.S. warehousing market for 2017 was $148.7 billion.
One of the significant drivers in this market is the adoption of IoT solutions to improve asset tracking, increase
visibility and productivity, increase accessibility and create better interactions between shippers and carriers.
Ping Asset has already partnered with AT&T on projects that deploy indoor fingerprint to buildings and
warehouses. PING can help increase visibility with inbound and outbound shipments. Organisations will no
longer need to make significant investments in deploying IoT gateway infrastructure across thousands of
facilities, because they can fabricate a facility network by sharing the PING mobile app through company and
customer channels. Goods receivers and shippers, forklift operators, warehouse associates and managers, and
machine operators all become edge-nodes in a facilities edge-network. Depending on the organisation’s PING
network configurations and security controls, these personnel can be paid for participating in the network.
Pharmaceutical
We have live projects in the biotech sector and will build on these. PING will enable us to expand the
functionality required in pharma use-cases. Such use-cases require more granularity on data as well as hardware
modifications to our existing devices. The endless demand for smaller devices and is always part of the
conversation, and we always strive toward this goal. This is now achievable with PING, as we can significantly
shrink the size of our hardware and cut our costs in half. At present, there is R&D ongoing with regard to
incorporating printed WiFi technology to track vials. The micro-circuit boards will communicate with
smartphones and other surrounding devices, therefore, giving biotech and pharma much greater visibility into
supply chains.
Agriculture
This is an area that is growing substantially and set to reach $48b by 2025. There is investment from
governments and multinational companies across the globe to improve productivity and cater to the growing
demand for food. IoT helps operational efficiencies through real-time data collection and analysis. Precision
farming, livestock monitoring, smart greenhouses are all areas that are being improved. Our technology is already
being used to track fresh produce from Mexico to the U.S., with Garden State Growers and Aurora use our
solutions to track cannabis from grow farms to processing facilities. Our mesh networking stack will be applicable
in livestock and environmental monitoring, as it will enable much more cost-effective implementations. PING
can help digitize more significant components of farm-to-fork initiatives. Farmers should be afforded the
opportunity to become Connectors in digital supply chains; furthermore, they should be rewarded for
participation. They can use their phone’s and other connected devices as cost-effective gateways for collecting
and transmitting useful product data.
Smart Cities
We are working on several projects in this space and very excited about the potential. Smart Cities Ireland are
helping facilitate testbeds for intelligent environments, smart living, smart mobility. As things progress, we will
use this model to expand offerings to Dubai, Singapore, Copenhagen, Hong Kong, Madrid and Riyadh Smart
City initiatives. PING enables a P2P relationship between a city and its people. Local authorities can pay their
citizens for participating in city networks and collecting and transmitting sensor data that feeds into things like
smart parking, smart meters, environmental sensors, smart advertising and many other applications.
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Smart City strategies can incorporate its citizens into IoT project plans. The people of a city can become a
moving, living edge-network that helps collect and transmit IoT data at cost-effective rates. This strategy helps
reduce connectivity and hardware costs for smart city strategies; rapidly speeds up pilot and commercial
deployments, and the people of the city get compensated for participating in the Smart City network.
Supply Chain Smart Contracts
We have already integrated our devices with a number of supply chain smart contracts in a POC environment.
This process is being expanded to cover more variables within a supply chain loop. The Ping devices
autonomously feed data into smart contracts, whereby IoT event data can execute code and trigger various
processes, including payment for goods and services. Further collaborations on smart contracts will be facilitated
with BITA (Blockchain in Transport Alliance) and the Hyperledger SIG (Special Interest Group). Our mission
is to stay close to and potentially help influence smart contract standards that will be codified for the supply
chains of the future.
Insurance
The terms of such a contract can be agreed upon by all vendors within the supply chain, i.e. manufacturer,
supplier, wholesaler or distributor, 3PL and the end customer, retailer, pharmacy or dispensary. The parameters
of this smart contract would consider insurable assets, so if a shipment is exposed to temperature threshold
breaches for extended periods, then the system would trigger an alert and simultaneously execute the required
function established by the smart contract business rules.
Automated Trade Finance
Such contracts would utilise WiFi, GPS and cellular data about supply chain shipments and assets. IoT data
can be used to confirm supply chain events such as TOD (time of departure) and TOA (time of arrival) within
geo-defined locations. These events would confirm fulfilment, contractual obligations and also automate
payments between associated accounts.
Reusable and Manual Handling Equipment Manufacturer: Blockchain-Enabled Pallets
PING will enable the development and deployment of blockchain-enabled pallet pools. This system will help
automate smart contracts and the interchange of goods and value within complex supply chain loops. It is
envisioned that this system can be replicated across multiple use-cases and will provide a platform that digitally
enables billions of supply chain assets.

It is necessary to consider assets and the goods that are shipped on those assets as separate objects. This requires
an agreement between the reusable equipment manufacturer (OEM) and the retailer, for the cost of renting
pallets/assets. It is then possible to supplement this agreement with another layer, which is an agreement
between the retailer, the distributor and supplier of raw materials and goods.
Layer 1 = Logistics Asset OEM & Retailer
Layer 2 = Retailer & Supplier and/or Wholesaler/Distributor
Layer 1.
The pallet manufacturer will have a predefined contract with the wholesaler or retailer, primarily consisting of
a rental fee that is incurred when pallets or reusable equipment moves from one location to another, or of several
movements defined within the supply chain loop.

Example: When pallets move from A (Retailer) to B (Distributer), a charge is incurred when the pallets report
their location at B. PING calls on sensor data to determine these events. When these events are securely
reported, notarised, and consensus is reached; the terms of the contract can be executed and payment released
from escrow, custody or the value interchange worker.
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Layer 2.
The Retailer and Supplier will have established the terms of trade within the smart contract. They will use the
smart-pallet and other IoT inputs to track the goods within the supply chain. The pallets will be communicating
with PING, so the known location of products can be determined. When the shipment moves from the Location
A (Supplier) to Location B (Distributer) and Location C (Retailer); the terms of the contract can be executed,
or not, depending on whether the shipment fulfilled the terms of its criteria. As with layer 1, all events are
securely reported, notarised, and when consensus is reached, payment can be executed.

Figure 9. OEM Reusable Equipment Pool.
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MILESTONES AND ROADMAP

2015/16
o Low-Powered device testing in Europe, the U.S. and Mexico
o Deployment of track & trace POCs (proof of concept) in Europe and the U.S.
o Cat 1 device testing, chipset and module protocol optimisation
o Implementation of POCs with Cat1 device
o Commercialisation of Cat1 device
o Early adopter to AT&T LTE-M network and LTE-M chipsets and modules
o Early adopter to Hyperledger Project – spent time with IBM in their R&D facility
2017

o Developed & deployed the 'World’s First Smart Pallet’ RM2 ElioT
o Tested & implemented low-powered LTE-M devices in partnership with AT&T
o Development of full-stack IoT platform (Ping Cloud Platform) for SIM and device management,
connectivity and OTA (over-the-air) configuration and firmware updates

2018
o Won award at Mobile World Congress - GSMA Award for low-powered technology
o The largest deployment of LTE-M devices on AT&T network
o Development of machine learning tool for supply chain analytics and reporting
2019
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Testing and implementation of device integrations with IOTA and Hyperledger
Became a member of BITA (Blockchain in Transport Alliance)
Member of the Hyperledger Supply Chain SIG (Special Interest Group)
Testing with the new OS for embedded systems
Started R&D on IoT mesh networking protocol
Started R&D on Ping Network
Testing and deployment of Arm Mbed OS for embedded systems
On-boarded to AT&T IoT Marketplace

2020/21
o Complete integration and interoperability between federated node and IOTA, Chainlink, Hyperledger,
MediLedger, Hypertrust, Tradelens, Corda and R3
o Deploy blockchain project(s) in coordination with AT&T
o Deployment of mesh protocol
o Test and launch TEE (trusted execution environment) within Arm Mbed OS device
o Test and launch TEE for PingOS
o Release Arm Mbed device - full-stack integration with Arm Pelion IoT Platform
o Launch PING NB-IoT device
o Launch PingV4 ultra-low-powered WiFi and BLE devices
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PING edge-net and mainnet protocol testing and deployment:
o Identity management of nodes - generation and verification
o Network management and peer connections
o Routing controls for objects and peers
o MerkleDAG – Raw, Digest and CID Testing for content-dressing of immutable objects with hash links
o Merkle-Paths – testing path notations for threading and bridging within the graph
o Serialisation for different data structures
o Canonicalization for consistent and uniform hashing
o Mounted file system under IPFS and IPNS
o Encryption – Multihash for file and sharing system
o Testing and deployment of distributed database whereby applications and IoT data can write directly
to the MerkleDAG model in order to determine linking, caching, versioning and integrity in data.
o DTN – DHT integration and testing of S/Kademlia
o Papp development, testing and deployment of SDK for Android in private Connector and Client nodes
o Third-party integration with digital asset settlement provider to enable the interchange of value for
data.
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Customers, Partners and PoCs
AT&T
We have been working with AT&T for several years now and helped launch the world’s first ‘Smart Pallet’ on
their LTE-m network. Our technology and team were instrumental in developing that project. Also, Ping devices
are integrated into several AT&T systems as our devices are PTCRB certified on the AT&T LTE Global
Network. The AT&T IoT and Supply Chain divisions use Ping as a solution within various customer networks.
AT&T has an IoT sales force of five thousand personnel who will help distribute and up-sell Ping devices and
solutions.
Amazon
Track and Trace project running in conjunction with BNSF.
Walmart
Track and Trace project running in conjunction with BNSF.
BNSF
Burlington North Sante Fe is a Warren Buffet company and the largest freight company in North America. We
have been working closely with BNSF regarding IoT deployments and will continue to support their efforts to
improve supply chain visibility and operations.
Coca Cola Corporation
IoT project using location, shock and temperature data to monitor assets and limit equipment damage for
material handling equipment.
CMCC – CMIM
China Mobile Intelligence Mobility is a China Mobile company that is dedicated to big transportation, including
automotive and freight. We are currently provisioning devices for communications with China Mobile as we
have several projects that require native communications in that geographical area. We envision CMIM will
look to upsell PING as part of their IoT offering, similar to other telecom IoT providers.
Thales Group
Our relationship with Thales occurred when they acquired Gemalto. We have a good relationship with various
teams in Gemalto and this extended to Thales. Thales are exploring several projects that use our solution,
perhaps the most exciting is the Global Digital Airport Initiative, that is looking to digitise and automate more
operations in airports. This initiative, we believe, is an excellent use-case for the Ping Network.
Rogers Communications
We are on-boarding to Rogers network and will work with them in a similar capacity to AT&T.
RM2 SA
We developed the world’s first ‘Smart Pallet’ in conjunction with RM2. Our technology has enabled the largest
deployment on AT&T’s network. There are currently 180,000 smart pallets roaming around North America,
providing greater visibility into some of the world’s leading supply chains.
STC (Saudi Telecommunications Company)
We are on-boarding to STCs NB-IoT network and will be deploying a large-scale roll-out of connected devices.
This project is a collaboration between a national logistics organisation and other vendors in the supply chain,
in order to digitise large parts of Saudi Arabia’s internal and external supply chains. The MOU (Memorandum
of Understanding) has outlined requirements to fulfil between 10-15 million devices.
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IOTA
Our devices talk to IOTAs DLT, the Tangle and we are working closely with the IOTA team on a number of
projects, including supply chain use-cases for data verification, as well as a micropayment module for the
interchange of value for IoT data.
Gemalto
We have been working with Gemalto for over six years. Gemalto’s technology helps improve our hardware
offering and we work closely with their engineering, IoT, SIM and sales teams. The Thales Group acquired
Gemalto, but we still maintain a relationship with all the same people.
Hyperledger SC SIG (supply chain special interest group)
We are a member of this Hyperledger group and will be developing projects with various group members.
Uhuru Corporation
We are developing track and trace projects, as well as edge-intelligence through Uhuru eNebular platform.
Disney Corporation
Track and Trace deployment.
E4Score IoT
There are several track and trace deployments up and running with the E4Score and Integrated Marketing
Services teams. They are a team of experienced supply chain specialists that develop solutions for the logistics
and transportation industry. This collaboration is targeting high volume asset tracking and supply chain
automation of those assets.
C21 IoT
Hardware, software and firmware design house partners. We have been working with C21 for over six years and
deploying projects with their team.
Europac Group
Tracking material handling equipment in Africa.
FedEx
Track and Trace project in North America.
Garden State Growers
Food monitoring deployment for farm to fork initiatives.
Genentech
Tracking medical vials. The next stage of this project is to start pushing IoT events to the blockchain. The Ping
Network will help optimise this project.
Global Transport Logistics
This project will track containers and the goods in them from Singapore and Mainland China to the U.S. and
back again. We are currently working with China Mobile on connectivity and certification for that market and
project.
Karl Ryder Group
Karl is a former UPS executive with deep supply chain industry connections in oil & gas, pharmaceutical,
logistics and retail. We have a number of live projects in development with this group.
Sonoco
Monitoring equipment in oil & gas.
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UPS
Track and trace project
Aurora
Supply chain project monitoring plant material from farm to processor.
Triangle Farms
Supply chain project monitoring tomatoes from farm to processor.
Smart City Ireland
We are teasing out a number of POCs for development with this organisation and will replicate this strategy
with other smart cities.
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